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Abstract-This study aims to identify the type of active electricity load. This system is
made using a sensor circuit that is integrated with the microcontroller. Sensor readings
are displayed on the LCD and identified using Artificial Neural Network (ANN) built
into computer software. The software displays power consumption, and results in load
recognition. The system was tested with three load variations, namely LED lights,
television and fans. The results obtained are the system can measure the use of electrical
energy properly and can recognize the current electrical load.
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1. Introduction
The human need for electrical energy is currently very large. Especially for the needs in
the field of industry, research and education and household. In these fields, electrical energy can
be said to be the main requirement. Any use of electrical energy, required fees paid to the
government company. The fee is paid based on the amount of electricity consumed. There is a
study built to detect the amount of electricity consumption. Jumrianto, built a 1 phase AC
electric energy measuring device using a microcontroller whose results are displayed to the
LCD. The calculated energy involves the value of the power factor, so that it can be more
accurate in calculating the use of inductive electrical loads [1]. R.Bhavani dan Prashanth B.U.V
built a tool for calculating the consumption of electrical energy wirelessly that can be monitored
remotely through computers and cellphones [2] [3].
In this study, a system is built that not only measures the consumption of electrical
energy, but also can recognize the type of load that is active. The system consists of a series of
sensors that are processed using an Arduino microcontroller for and using the Artificial Neural
Network (ANN) Algorithm with a Backpropagation method built into the computer to identify
load usage. ANN is a reliable method for pattern recognition [4] and has been used in previous
studies with a success rate of 86% [5]. Expenses are recognized by analyzing the shape of the
current pattern of each load taken by several samples. The result of the recognition of the load is
displayed to the computer.
2. Method
Before testing the algorithm, creating a load measuring device first. Loads such as
televisions, fans, and lamps are measured by their voltage and current using sensors. Then the
measurement results are displayed to the LCD and sent to the Computer to carry out the load
recognition learning process as shown in the tool diagram block in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Block Diagram of system
2.1 Design of Power meter
Power meter is a measuring instrument Electric power that is built using a voltage
sensor and a current sensor which results from both then multiplied according to the equation
(1)
P = VI (1)
Where:
P= Power (watt)
V= Voltage (volt)
I= Current (ampere)
Lamps, Television and Fans are the loads chosen to measure the current and voltage that are
designed by modifying the circuit in the previous research [1]. The circuit is added with a
voltage divider resistor and 7805 regulator as shown in Figure 2. The 7805 regulator output
produces 5 volts of Vout1 to supply the system. Vout2 is connected to the ADC microcontroller
pin to detect AC voltage. Vout2 value of 1.533 volts is equivalent to the AC voltage entering the
transformer of 220 volts. If the transformer voltage input changes, then Vout2 value also
changes.
Figure 2. Power supply circuit and voltage sensor
2.2 Design Of Artificial Neural Network
The ANN algorithm used is backpropagation algorithm [6], whose working principle is
shown in Figure 3, with the following configuration.
Input : 625
Hidden layer 1 : 625
Hidden layer 2 : 100
Output layer : 3
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Iterasi Maksimum : 1000000
Nilai Sum Square Error (SSE) : 0,0001
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Figure 1. Work Principle Diagram Of ANN
When the device is integrated, power measurement is carried out by measuring the
voltage and current in each load. The results of current measurements at each load have
different values. So that it forms a special pattern for lamp, television and fan loads. Different
forms of current patterns are used as input variables taken every 625 first data and carried out 3
times each load. 9 learning data stored in the notepad file “beban_n.txt”. n indicates the amount
of data. Each number in the notepad file is symbolized by the variable and multiplied by the
variable (weight) which is determined randomly as shown in equation 2 [7]. The
multiplication results are then summed up to 625. This process is called the forward feed
process which has 3 different outputs for each load as shown in Table 1.
Table 1. Determination of target output value
Load Target Output
Fan 0 0 1
LED lamp 0 1 0
Television 1 0 0
(2)
The ANN output that is built is located at intervals of 0 to 1. The appropriate activation
function is the binary sigmoid type as shown in equation 3. The x variable is the input and
weight calculation results in equation 2 [8].
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(3)
Next calculates the error by finding the difference that occurs between the output
generated from the feed forward process with the target. The target value is different for each
electricity load. Then calculate the values in the layers and generate a new weight value. By
using the Backpropagation Algorithm the learning process is carried out, until the Error value is
less than the SSE value. So that the optimal weight value will be generated.
3. Result and Discussion
1 phase AC electrical installation is arranged in parallel for each load and voltage
source. So that the voltage value for all loads is the same value. To determine the shape of the
load pattern, a current measurement is performed for each load alternately. The current is
measured using a WCS2702 current sensor which has a resolution of 1 mV / mA [9]. The
following results of the measurement of the current in the load taken for 1 second at the start of
the load is shown in Figure 4 (a), Figure 4 (b), Figure 4 (c). Data retrieval is carried out 3 times
each load with different power values.
Time (second)
(a)
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Figure 4. (a) The shape of the Fan current pattern, (b) The shape of the LED Lamp current
pattern, (c) The shape of the Television current pattern
In figure 4 (a), (b), (c), it shows that the pattern of these loads has a considerable difference. So
that it can be identified by each of its characteristics. The next test is to install the three loads
together at 3 socket contacts. The results obtained, the system can distinguish the type of load
with 100% success. Then testing is done by varying the type of load with different load power
variations of 5 times. The experimental results are shown in table 2.
Table 2. Result of test
No.
Load Data
pembelajaran Hasil pengenalan
1. Fan 3 80 %
2. LED lamp 3 80 %
3. Television 3 80 %
Sample 9
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Total % Keberhasilan 86 %
The test results in table 2 show that from 5 tests for each load, there is 1 test that cannot be
recognized properly. So that the total success of system testing is 86%.
4. Conclusion
Berdasarkan hasil pengujian dapat disimpulkan bahwa, tiga jenis beban listrik memiliki
bentuk pola arus yang berbeda-beda, dan beban dapat dikenali dengan total keberhasilan sebesar
86 %.
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